Oligoclonality of Vdelta1 and Vdelta2 cells in human peripheral blood mononuclear cells: TCR selection is not altered by stimulation with gram-negative bacteria.
Despite the enormous potential repertoire of gammadelta T cells, there are several observations which suggest that the expressed gammadelta repertoire in the periphery of normal individuals is often quite restricted. To assess selective expansions among gammadelta T cells from both adult and newborn blood samples, PBMC from 12 normal adults and cord blood from 15 normal newborns were analyzed for TCRDV1 and TCRDV2 junctional diversity by CDR3 size spectratyping and single-strand conformational polymorphism. Although TCRBV usage showed extensive heterogeneity in adults and newborns, both populations often showed CDR3 region restriction for TCRDV1 and TCRDV2. Analysis of the CDR3 spectratype patterns of newborn twins suggested that clonal selection for TCRDV is independent of genetic background. The possible role of Gram-negative bacteria in driving selective responsiveness of gammadelta T cells in PBMCs from adults was examined by in vitro stimulation with Escherichia coli and Pseudomonas aeruginosa. Donors whose TCRDV repertoire was highly clonal in the unstimulated blood cells showed the same predominant clones among the bacteria-stimulated cultures. In individuals whose gammadelta T cells were less restricted, in vitro stimulation did not select for clonality; rather, the TCRDV repertoires were similar before and after bacterial stimulation. Together, these data indicate that gammadelta T cells are often clonally restricted in adults as well as in newborns and suggest that the prominent stimulatory activity of Gram-negative bacteria does not by itself account for the restriction or diversity of the gammadelta T cell repertoire.